**ECKART AMERICA CORPORATION**

830 E Erie St.
Painesville OH 44077
Phone (440)-954-7600
Fax (440)-954-6224
Web: www.eckart.net

ECKART is a leading supplier of special effects pigments and inks for the graphic arts industry.

**PRODUCT SCOPE:**
ECKART’s special effect inks and pigments serve a variety of market segments, including labels – pressure sensitive, wrap around and wet glue; flexible packaging – films, shrink sleeves and pouches; folding cartons and commercial printing.

**PRODUCTS**

- ROTOSTAR UV Shrink Silver FX68-41002 is a flexo ink that creates vibrant metallic effects that maintain their brilliance after the shrinking process.
- ROTOSTAR UV FP66 flexo inks are easy to use and demonstrate improved press performance – better trapping, faster cure and lower foaming, while displaying superior brilliance and opacity over existing products.
- ULTRASTAR inks are highly brilliant, reflective inks that create a mirror like reflective surface on flexible packaging films.
- PLATINSTAR solvent based metallic inks create highly reflective decorative flexible packaging, including shrink sleeves.
- MIRRORGOLD is a vibrant, rich gold solvent based, highly reflective ink for flexible packaging, including low shrink designs.
- METALURE® VMP metallic dispersions produce highly reflective printed surfaces. Available in a variety of solvents for flexo, gravure and screen printing.
- LUXAN is a smooth, colored, reflective glass flake for creating decorative, eye catching, sparkling, glitter surfaces.
- ROTOVARIO Aluminum dispersions are for formulating solvent and water based metallic inks.
- STAPA® Aluminum paste for flexo and gravure metallic inks
- JETFLUID metallic digital drop on demand ink is for wide format and narrow web label printing

ECKART America Corporation
Years Established: 137
No. of Branches: 3
No. of Employees: 220

Contacts:
Business Line Manager Graphic Arts:
Neil Hersh; neil.hersh@altana.com
Business Development Manager:
Peter Brown  peter.brown@altana.com
Product Manager/Marketing Communications
Vashti Jagmohan vashti.jagmohan@altana.com
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